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Not a lot of people know Lindy, 
but actually it’s a well-established 
German company that started out in 
1932, no less. It has been family run 
since then, and specialises in smallish 
consumer audio products. Lindy has  
a UK office based in the North East 
and is now attempting to move into 
the British hi-fi market proper. To do  
that, it has a range of affordable 
headphones available in a variety  
of flavours – and the HF-110 is a  
full-size, hi-fi open-back model. 

The circumaural, over-ear design 
uses 42mm drivers with neodymium 
magnets and copper clad aluminium 
wire CCAW voice coils. The ear cup 
frames are a good-quality plastic with 
metal grilles fitted to vent the sound. 
The headband is well padded and 
easily adjustable, and the earpads are 
described as a “breathable soft 
protein leather material”, but it feels 
more like vinyl to me; a spare set is 
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included in the pack. Also supplied is 
a soft case to protect the headphones 
when not in use. A 3m-long 
detachable cable is supplied, with  
a 3.5mm-to-6.3mm jack adapter. 
Generally the HF-110 is very well 
made indeed; it’s not quite up to 
high-end standards, but certainly 
doesn’t feel cheap.

Hear me now
Cueing up a classic slice of The 
Waterboys, in the shape of 
Glastonbury Song, I am greeted with  
a powerful, detailed sound that really 
keeps my attention. You’d never call 
the HF-110 overburdened by bass,  
but that’s good because unlike some 
popular bass-heavy headphone 
brands, you don’t get the sense that 
the song has been remixed, badly. 
Instead, the lows are crisp, propulsive 
and integrated well into a clean 
midband that places instruments 

accurately and doesn’t grate. 
Tonally, it’s a little on the thin side 
with vocals lacking the body you’d 
expect, but using a good headphone 
amp helps here. Treble is crisp and 
usefully extended, making it a 
surprisingly refined design at the 
price. If you’re after good, 
inexpensive hi-fi headphones, these 
come as a nice surprise and are well 
worth investigating. DP
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